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So let no spirit, though far apart
From happy fortune its path may stray,
Refuse to honor, w ith voice and heart,
The dear tradition we keep today.
For never a soul in all the earth,
In hut or palace, in any clim e,
But has some blessing or com fort wortlj
The g ivin g thanks at this jo y fu l time.
We w ho are happy, whose lot is crowned
With every favor that life can bring,
H ow can w e fail, as the day comes round,
To offer thanks, to rejoice and sing?
We who are wretched, whose days are dark,
V oid of all that can bless or cheer,
May still be glad, as its dawn w e mark,
That rest and freedom are almost here.
In the pleasant days when we went to school
We read, in a w ell worn history book,
How, restless under a despot’ s rule,
A band of pilgrim s their land forsook,
And, crossing a wide, mysterious main
To a country strange and little known,
Began, w ith hardship and toil and pain,
The home and nation w e call our own.

For grain bins brim m ing w ith amber wheat,
And all the riches o f harvest b o r n ;
For laden hives, w ith their burden sw eet;
For heaps of fruits and for golden co rn ;
Foy bursting cotton and warm ing fleece;
For bleating flocks and for m ilky h erds;
For home, for com fort, for thrift, for peace,
For kindly hands and for loving w ord s;

The tale rehearsed how they strove w ith fate,
They and their meek and patient wives,
And rose up early and labored late
To keep and com fort their lonely lives.
They felled the forests with fire and ax,
They dug and planted the rugged soil
And faced denials, and pinching lacks,
A n d constant danger, and ceaseless toil.

For all the gifts of the teeming earth ;
For every blessing the autumn sends;
For love, for pleasure, for tears, for mirth,
For faith ful hearts and for loyal frien d s;
For household circles still fond and whole,
Let every one in his own best way,
With grateful thought and w ith hum ble soul,
viftlri fTmr.ksflnvincr and nrais© tod a y !

For Nature met them w ith jealous mood.
She gave scant w elcom e to human schemes
Which tore the shade from her solitude,
And rent the forests, and dammed the streams.
Her Indian children had never dared
To spoil her shrines and to thwart her w ill—
The red m an’s life was her own and shared,
Without a question, her good and ill.
With few of the helps we know today
To yield relief as the seasons rolled,
They paid the price that she bade them pay—
They gasped with heat, and they shook with
cold.
The ills she sent them they grim ly bore,
Y et none the less did that stubborn band
H old fast to the stern, unpitying shore
Whereon their vessel had chanced to land.
One summer fiercely and long the sun
Had parched their gardens and scorched their
grain,
And days and weeks had gone on and on
With never a sprinkle o f saving rain.
The heat drank greedily all the springs
And dried the wheat ere the ears were filled ;
It withered the corn to yellow strings,
And all the tenderer crops were killed.
And strongest spirits grew faint indeed,
Foreseeing nothing but want and woe,
Wasting hunger, and bitter need,
And actual fam ine w ith w in ter’s snow.
The preachers doubled their sermons’ length
And droned long chapters and prayed and
prayed,
Yet, spite o f their faith ’ s persistent strength,
Was evory man o f them sore afraid.
But when their courage was almost gone,
So deaf seemed heaven to their prayers and
pain,
A cloud arose in the sky at dawn,
Dark and heavy w ith promised rain.
A nd when poured plenteously down at last
The crystal blessing denied so long
They changed the day from a gloom y fast
Into a service of joy and song.
And ever after their children, too,
And their children’s children after them,
With love and gratitude ever new,
Set one day separate, liko a gem
Of purer luster than all the rest
In the golden round of the year o f days,
When all m ight offer, as one, their best
O f true Thanksgiving and hum ble praise.

Thanksgiving Day,
giving? Since that time the president has
Thanksgiving has been called the Amer issued an annual proclamation. — St.
ican Christmas, but it is of quito different Louis Post-Dispatch.
origin and purpose. It is not a religious
Chestnut Stuillng.
festival connected with any incident in
the history of the church, although there j
The best chestnut stuffing, according to
aro appropriate religious observances, but an eminent French authority, is made for
it is a day of Thanksgiving for a successful ono turkey according to tho following pro
year, for bountiful crops and general pros- j portions: Chop a good sized Bermuda on
perity. It comes when all the harvests ^ ion very fine and brown it in a quarter of
have been garnered, when the farmer cau a pound of butter. Add to this tho well
return thanks that ho had done so well, cleaned liver of the turkey chopped like
and that there is enough for him and his | the. onion and mix with half a pound of
family and all those dependent on him bread that has been soaked in milk oi
through the winter. In the early days of I beef gravy and squeezed almost dry of all
the pilgrims, from whom we borrowed the liquid. The remaining ingredients arG a
holiday, this was not always the case, and half pound of sausage meat, a handful of
many were the winters when Thanksgiv minced parsley, tho yolks of 8 raw eggs,
ing day could not be celebrated, when th
salt and white pepper to taste, a tablepeople went hungry and when famine and spoonful of thyme, 1 of sage and then the
disease stalked through tho Jand.— Now chestnuts. Tho nuts, a pound of them,
Orleans Times-Democrat.
need first to be roasted until their sholls
may bo taken off, then boiled in just
enough water to cover them, with a little
The Turkey Came.
Years ago an old darky whose master salt, a tablespoonful of sugar and one of
had somo fine, fat turkeys made uJ5 his butter. When tender, these must bo mix
mind that he must have ono of those tur ed with tho stuffing. Tho chestnut filling
keys, and, as ho tells the story, he set to is more highly to bo recommended than
work to get it by prayer. ‘ ‘ I prayed to cie any more elaborate preparation with trufLord, ” he said, “ dat he would send me flos, though these latter can bo used with
ono of dom turkeys. I prayed dat way taste in larding tho handsome roast, add
mornin and ebenin for a week, but still ing thereby ornament and much flavor.
dat turkey didn’t come, and I tells you my To do this tho skin about tho breastbone
mouth was jes a-waterin for it. So I says is slit at intervals of half an inch and the
to myse’f I must change dat prayer, and truffles thrust partly under and into the
so I prayed one ebenin dat de Lord would flesh.— New York Sun.
Send me after do turkey, and, bretheren,
Carry Out the Idea of Plenty.
dat turkey was here before daylight. ’ ’—
To fulfill tho chief end of its being there
Exchange.
must bo too much to eat at tho Thanks
giving dinner. That, too, is ono of the
Early Thanksgiving Days.
The first recorded Thanksgiving was traditions of the day. A ll fno decorations
of tho table must carry out tho idea of
tho Hebrew feast of the tabernacles.
plenty, tho heaped up fruits, apples, pears,
Thero have been but two English grapes, oranges, mandarins, bananas, that
Thanksgivings in this century. One was form the centerpiece; well filled dishes of
on Feb. 27, 1872, for the recovery of the bonbons, salted almonds and olives, »the
Prince of Wales from illness; the other, vases of flowers that mingle their perfume
June 21, 1887, for the queen’s jubilee.
with tho odors which steam from tho high
Tho New England Thanksgiving dates piled plates of the guests. A couple of
from 1633, when tho Massachusetts Bay small pumpkins, hollowed out, lined with
colony set apart a day for thanksgiving.
paper and filled w'ith nuts and raisins,
The first national Thanksgiving procla will remind tho fasters of what might oth
mations were by congress during tho Rev erwise bo overlooked in these degenerate
days— that tho festival is of New England
olutionary war.
The first great American Thanksgiving origin. Tho same fact may bo further sug
day was in 1784 for the declaration of gested by serving tho sorbet in pumpkin
peaco. There was one more national shaped paper cases and by a toast in sweet
Thanksgiving in 1789, and no other till cider to tho pilgrim fathers— who would,
1862, when President Lincoln issued a na- by tho way, have been mightily shocked
t tinnal proclamation for a day of Thanks-- could they have foreseen the lavishness of
the banquet.— Exchango.
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A THANKSGIVING OF TH E PAST-*
An old time, rambling farmhouse, set
Far back am ong the trees,
A broad walk leading up to it,
A door which opes w ith ease,
A snow haired couple just inside,
T o grasp your w illing hand,
A m erry welcom e from a large
And ever grow ing band.
The slow and solemn service, led
By fath er’s trem bling voice,
A n d hym ns which stir the soul an t make
The w eary heart rejoice,
The festal board round w hich we meet
In joyous, happy throng,
The stories o f the year ju st past,
The jest and laugh and song,
The glorious old fireplace, filled
With crackling, glowing flame,
The roasted apples, cider, nuts—
Do others taste the same?—
The quiet nook upon the stairs,
With only room fo r two,
The downcast eyes, the sweet, soft voice
That opened heav’n to you—
Did ever m odem Thanksgiving
Contain such jo y and bliss?
Can theater or football game
Bring happiness like this?
—Kansas City Times.

A DAY ON THE SMOKY
“ Breakfast now ready in the dining
car!” yelled the cook, as ho poked his
round face through the flap of tho tent.
There was no answer from within. “ Last
call for breakfast!” he repeated. And this
time there came a grunt from the depths
of a canvas roll, and a head, surmounted
by a woolen cap, protruded just far enough
to allow its owner to see that dawn had
scarcely broken.
“ Say, isn’t it going to snow?” queried
the newly awakened.
“ Not a cloud in the sky,” answered tho
knight of the skillet. “ You bet you’ll
have to work today, if it is Thanksgiv
ing.”
Tho newly awakened glided into a sit
ting posture. “ Wake up there, Smiler,”
he shouted, slinging a shoo at a similar
bundle, myself, on the other side of tho
tent: A smothered groan was the response.
Then the bundle began to move, a hand
protruded from one end, a couple of spring
hooks were unfastened, and a head, sim
ilar to the ono already described, and fol
lowed by a long, skinny body, appeared on
tho scene, like a snako issuing from its
hole.
You see, my blankets were sewed up into
a kind of bag, just large enough to receivo
my body, and at night I crawled in and
fastened up tho end, thus keeping off tho
chilly air. When the weather was excep
tionally cold, I would take the additional
precaution of inserting a small puppy into
the orifice and kicking it down to tho bot
tom, where the faithful animal would re
main until morning, emitting a cheerful
warmth.
Though decked for the hours of slumber
we were entirely clothed, with the excep
tion of shoes and coat.
“ Beastly cold, Tom ,” I remarked to my
companion, as I shivered into my coat and
shook on my shoes.
“ Worse and more of it,” replied Tom,
and, completely dressed, he disappeared
through the tent door. In a moment I
heard the strokes of a hatchet. It was
only Tom breaking the ioe in the water
bucket. “ It froze three inches last night, ”
he remarked, as I issued from the tent.
“ We’ll have a day of it. I ’ll bet I freeze
to death.”
A little dab of water around the eyes
and vigorous use of the towel comprised
the extent of the morning’s ablutions, and
then we hurried into the cook tent, shiv
ering, and stretched our fingers over the
comfortablo warmth of the gasoline stove.
The other men were already there, seated
around tho oilcloth covered table and de
vouring oatmeal by the bowl, fried eggs,
hot biscuit and pints of delicious coffee
from big granite cups, an example we were
not slow to follow.
But in spite of a good breakfast the sit
uation was pretty tough. This was tho
day that the president of the United States
had declared should be given up to thanks
giving, and which is from one end of tho
land to the other set apart for ruinous
feasting, and here were these poor fellows,
Uncle Sam’s very servants, preparing to
start out for a day’s hard work, driving in
the cutting wind, with stiffened fingers
trying to depict on .paper the contour of

the rolling plains. OI course we were go bank to the river bend itself, 1 heard a
ing to work. Men in the field never take sound as of the rolling of distant thunder.
holidays, especially toward the end of the What could it be? I stopped and listened.
surveying season, and the only Thanks Louder and louder it grew, a roar and a
giving we expected to have was a little rumble that seemed to shako tho earth. A
better dinner than usual on the following little swell in the ground cut off any ex
Sunday.
tended view in the direction from which I
We were camped within sight of tho tad come. Waiting, I listened.
twin cupolas of Hays City, and were it not
Suddenly on the crest of the swell out
for the cottonwoods which line the course lined against the sky, looking like a giant
of Big creek, the abandoned military post of its kind, appeared ono of thoso wild,
of Fort Hays, with its decaying buildings, long horned Texas steers. Seeing mo, ho
would have been plainly visible.
gave a surprised snort, turned his majes
Tho sun had just risen when wo pre tic head and uttered a bellow of instruc
pared to get under way. The horses had tion to his followers, and then, as if de
been brought up to the wagons and fed— cided that I was not a sufficient obstacle
that is, all except my conscienceless Ches to cause embarrassment, started on a run
apeake, who had nosed all his feed out on down tho slope straight toward me. Then
the frozen ground with an impatient toss the whole herd came into view— ono solid,
of his head. A t this period of his career, tossing mass of lowered heads and waving
by the way, Chesapeake’s wild oats had tails plunging in the loader’s wake. There
not yet been all sown. He evidently knew must have been a thousand of them, but
it was Thanksgiving day and expected to my excited imagination they seemed to
somo of the delicacies with which my in darken the whole horizon, and they were
dulgence had often supplied him. For coming with an impetus that apparently
Chesapeake was the only horse I ever heard nothing could withstand.
of who liked fried chicken. He ■would pick
Certain death stared fne in the face. Tho
the meat off a drumstick as daintily as river was before me, and at tho point
you or I. Then, I always used to give him where I stood a precipitous bank, four or
a bite of my pio at lunch time. He just five feet high, said as plainly as a sign
loved pie— mince or pumpkin or lemon; it board, “ No thoroughfare.” Right in tho
didn’t seem to mako any difference what bend of the stream as I was, escape seemed
kind it was, so it was pio. Perhaps the impossible. Tho cattle were closing in as
most remarkable thing, though, was in a funnel. Their sharp horns I could
olives. He’d eat all the pulp off and spit already see red with my blood and could
out the stone— why, it was simply beauti- picture to myself tho mangled mass of
horso and man their mad stampede would
ful.
Well, Chesapeake was hitched up to my leave behind.
buckboai^l and tied to the wagon. I loadChesapeake was by no means unaware
id in my map making stuff and put on of the danger. With the open bridle which
tny wraps— quite an ordeal, as I already I always used ho could seo as much as I,
had on two pairs of trousers, two vests, a and lie began to rear and plunge, uncer
knit jacket and a couple of coats. Then I tain as I in what direction safety lay.
had to don a pair of heavy felt boots over
Could I divide that living stream, caus
my shoes, over them a pair of goloshes ing it to pass me as an island? I had heard
lined with red flannel. My throat must bo of such things in buffalo days. Still in my
protected by a silk muffler. Then came confined position on the seat of tho buckthe big overcoat, tightly buttoned. A board, fettered by my many garments and
woolen scarf was drawn over my hat and swaddled in the blanket, and holding my
ears, and, after rolling into tho buckboard, frightened horse with one hand, I took off
I wrapped myself carefully into a horse my gloves with my teeth and drew my re
blanket and then put on big fur gloves volver from the little pockot in the dash
over a lighter pair of dogskin. You might board where I always carried it, for I
suppose all this would bo enough to keep sometimes amused myself popping at jack
mo warm, but I tell you there are not rabbits. My fingers were so stiff with tho
clothes enough made to protect a man cold, even this excitement not haviug
from those prairie winds on an all day drive warmed me up, that I despaired of being
in an open vehicle.
able to pull tho trigger.
After I was arranged to my satisfac
The leader was almost upon me, his
tion, Jake, the teamster, let go the head, horns lowered, his wicked, blazing eyes
and in a moment I had forded tho creek taking in this intruding and unfamiliar
and was striking southward on an angling combination with a most terrifying effect.
road across the prairie toward the Smoky With a supremo effort of will my numb
Hill river.
! finger pressed tho sensitive trigger.
It didn’t seem to get any warmer. A
Bang, the report rang in my ears. Did
sort of mist had come up and obscured I hit him? I never knew. Chesapeake,
the sun, and the wind was sharp and cut nervous and excited already, leaped at tho
ting. Gradually the cold penetrated layer sound of tho pistol like an arrow frqm a
after layer of my apparel, and when it bow. Entirely beyond my control, ho ilew
reached me it didn’t stop there, but went over the bank with me and into the icy
right on into my very bones. My feet were water. The pistol was thrown from my
perfectly numb, my fingers were entirely hand, and I from the vehicle.
I struck face first and went completely
out of the jurisdiction of my will. I shiv
ered and shook constantly, and my face— under. My, but tho water was cold! It
all that was visible of it— was probably went to my very marrow. But with grim
ultramarino blue. But I kept on. There determination I held on to the lines. Not
was a certain bend in the river which I a moment did Chesapeake pause, but
was anxious to see and describe, and it plunged through the freezing river, drag
would take good work to get there and ging in his wako the front wheels and
myself, the remnant of his disintegrated
back in a day.
I passed few houses, and these were load, until we reached the sandy shore op
mostly one storied affairs, roughly built of posite. Then, for a wonder, he stopped.
the native white stone and tenanted by a Not such a wonder either, for to drag by
low class of immigrants, known, or rather the bit through that soft sand such a dead
weight as I was enough to stop even Ches
unknown, to fame as “ Rooshians. ”
It was about 11 o’clock whon my refrig apeake. I, more dead than alive, lay
erated self descended the steep bluff which stretched out, a bedraggled; norveless ob
borders the Smoky H ill river. Tho point ject.
The cattle didn’t go into the river at all.
I was aiming for was a couple of miles to
the eastward, down the stream. Turning Whether my pistol shot halted them or
off the road, I passed through ono of those whether the watery channel had turned
inventions of satan, a wire gate, drove thoir course, I could not say. But the fact
swiftly over the crisp buffalo grass along is that when I stood again on my feet
the level river bottom and in 15 minutes thero they were, bellowing and tossing
more was just at the dosired point. I thoir horns, on the bank, and as I watched
sketched the bend in the river as carefully them by some unknown signal they turned
as my benumbed condition would allow, and started with ono impulse back as they
holding the pencil in my closed fist. One had come, heads down and tails up, not
break that entered the river on the other nearly so terrifying a sight, now that they
side I could not sco to my satisfaction. I were going away ns fast as they could run.
I was naturally uncomfortable, but
was too conscientious to guess at it, so be
didn’t know just how to improve my situ
gan looking for a suitable place to cross.
Now, the Smoky at that point is not a ation at once.
Why didn't I make a fire and dry my
very formidable river. In summer it dries
up entirely, and in winter its depth aver self? I have heard of burning sand. They
ages not over two or three feet. Tho bed havo it in Africa, but this wasn’t that
is a stretch of sand a quarter of a mile kind. My teeth chattered a little accom
wide, whilo of actual water there is not a paniment to the tenor of my thoughts, and
third of that width. It is possible, with the water dripped off my garments and
care, to cross in safety at frequent points, made a puddle around my feet, so that I
especially in a pasture, where the cattle had to move at intervals to keep from get
ting any wetter, whilo Chesapeake stood
keep the sand well packed down.
As I skirted the stream, looking for a idly by, waiting for something to turn up,
place where it was possible to descend Jiho tho buckboard urobably, and wondering

if it wasn’FalmosETImelbFluhcIi iand pk%
“ This is Thanksgiving,” said I to my
equine companion, as I spat some sand out
of my mouth. “ Turkey? Cranberry sauce?
Not for your Uncle Smiler this year. Ches
apeake, we’ll go on, and tho first house we
come to, even be it a one room dugout,
there we will spend the rest of our Thanks
giving and go back to camp tomorrow.
My dinner will consist of sour bread and
fat pork with the bristles on; yours will be
wet straw.”
After this melancholy homily, driving
Chesapeake and tho front wheels before
me, and postponing the rescuing of my be
longings until some more favorable time,
I started across the sand and up the low
oanK. as i reacnea the summit I eagerly
cast my eyes about for the expected dugout.
What was that I saw a mile or so away!
One, two, three windmills rising out oi
what looked like a city in the earlier stages
of its growth. There seemed to bo barns
and houses and sheds and corrals enough
for all the people and all the cattle in the
county. I cogitated a moment, then an
idea— a pleasant idea— struck me, and 1
directed my course toward tho newly dis
covered goal. ‘ ‘ This, ’ ’ I said, by way ot
explanation to Chesapeake, “ is Birch’s
ranch that wo hear so much about. We’re
right in ono of his pastures now, and I
didn’t havo sense enough to know it.”
This was evidently satisfactory to Chesa
peake, for he pricked up his ears and
moved on at a good gait. Perhaps he
smelled pie.
Birch was indeed a well known name in
that part of tho country. His ranch, the
largest anywhere around, embraced thou
sands of acres of fertile prairie, over which
wandered myriads of cattlo. His beauti
ful residence in Hays I had frequently
seen and had heard the wildest accounts oi
tho oleganco of his rural home.
“ Wo shall see,” thought I, “ whether oi
not I shall get the entree to his select cir
cle. I don’t suppose I do look very invit
ing.”
I tied my long suffering quadruped to a
fence post, and with joy in my heart and
ice water in my boots passod up the walk
to tho largest of the houses— a big, square,
buff colored structure with broad piazza -,
which at another season might havo been
described as inviting.
“ Pleaso tell Mr. Birch I would liko to
sco him,” I said to tho housemaid who
answered my vigorous ring at tho boll.
“ Walk in, sir,” was the response, and I
was conducted into a little office or recep
tion room whero blazed a cheerful fire. It
certainly did feel good to got close to that
fire. I took off tho rest of my gloves, and
untying my scarf removed my hat. I un
buttoned my coats and allowed tho grate
ful warmth to penetrato tho rest of my
garments, and a vapor rising from the
damp clothes made mo look like an ema
ciated cherub riding in a cloud.
A door opened and Mr. Birch entered.
A short, thickset man ho was, with- a sun
tanned face, a little gray mustache and
small, twinkling eyes. He shook my hand
with a heartiness that made mo feel at
home immediately, and as soon as he dis
covered how wet and cold I was a room,
gallons of hot water and a whole layout
of dry clothes were at my disposal in n
jiffy -

It is true, the clothes were from the
wardrobe of Mr. Birch himself, who meas
ured 11 inches more around tho waist
than I did, besides being a foot or sc
shorter. But what did I care for that? I
put them on and went down to the parlor,
whero tho family were assembled, and the
hearty reception they gave me made me
feel quite happy, oven if my eollar was a
17 and my makeup altogether ludicrous.
Faithful old Chesapeako had a heaping
measure of oats for his Thanksgiving din
ner, served in a clean, warm stall. No
putting on airs now about eating them
either, for the day’s hard experience had
temporarily sobered his wayward spirit.
If his dessert was missing, ho took it phi)
osophically. I thought of him when I was
at dinner, but couldn’t muster tho courage
to ask Mrs. Birch for a pieco of pie foi
Chesapeako when I had already eaten two
myself.— Frank Howurd Seely in Path
finder.
Remember the “ Other H alf.”

Wo, who havo comfortablo homes and
shall spend our Thanksgiving among
friends with turkey, cranberry sauce and
good cheer; wo, whom a kind Providence
hath bostowod upon the common blessings
of life’s needs; wo, who upon this Thanks
giving day, 1895, havo everything— good
health, home, friends and turkey— ho %
many of us think Low the “ ether hall”
lives?
!
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
Written fo r Rangeley Lakes:

Thanksgiving.
“ And be ye thankful.” —Col. 3:15.
Be thankful for
The past year
Be.tliankful for
The past year

blessings
has brought.
lessons
has taught.

Be thankful our nation
Remains still at rest.
Be thankful that p eace
All her borders has blest.

U S E F U L R E C E IP T S .
C a k e .— One cup sugar, onehalf cup butter, one-half cup sweet milk,
two cups sugar, one and a half teaspoon
fuls baking powder, white of four eggs.
Sift the baking powder through the flour
two or three times. Whip the eggs to a
stiff froth. Cream the butter and sugar,
add half the milk and flour, beating
thoroughly; add remainder and last of all
beat in the eggs. The yelks can be used
in the same way for golden cake. Bake in
layer tins, and when cold spread with any
one of the following fillings:
W h ite

Be thankful that famine
Has kept from your door.
Be thankful that pestilence
Reignetb no more.
Be thankful for harvest
Our garners to fill.
Be thankful for knowledge,
And freedom o f will.
Be thankful for home,
And the blessing o f friends,
Be thankful fo r love
That the good Father sends.
Be thankful for food,
And remem ber the poor,
Be thankful for raiment,
And give o f your store.

F IL L I N G S F O R C A K E .

Be thankful the Bible
Has shown us the way
To be thankful, and happy,
To watch, and to pray.
Be thankful, though sorrow
Hath o ft your heart riven.
Be thankful, and then
Thou 'It at last enter Heaven.
M as. M.

L a yer

— Two cups sugar, one half cup
milk, one piece of butter the size of a wal
nut. Cook until it candies in water,
stirring all the time; then beat until cold
and add one half thaspoonfuls vanilla.
M a p l e S u g a r .— Two cups maple sugar
cooked until it strings. Add beaten
whites of two eggs and beat until cold.
A p p l e .— One and a half cups sugar, juice
and grated rind of one lemon, two grated
apples, whites of two eggs; all beaten
thoroughly together.
Chocolate.— Whites of three eggs, one
and a half cups sugar, three teaspoonfuls
chocolate, one tablespoonful vanilla.
C h o c o la te I c i n g .— Small piece of chocolate
grated, one cup sugar, white of one egg;
well beaten.
O r a n g e I c i n g .— Rind and piece of one
orange and lemon, one cup of sugar, white
of egg well beaten.
B o i l e d F r o s t i n g .— Six tablespoonfuls of
sugar to the white of one egg. Water
enough to dissolve the sugar, and boil
until it waxes. Add the waxed sugar to
the beaten egg while hot and beat until
cool. Beat into this desiccated cocoanut
for cocoanut filling.
P i n e a p p l e .— One and a half cups of sugar,
two pieces of candied pineapple chopped
in small pieces, or half a can of grated
pineapple without the juice. Boil until it
waxes. Add the beaten whites of two
eggs and beat until cold. This last filling
is particularly delicate.
All boiled frostings should be added to
the whites of the eggs while hot, and
beaten constantly until cold enough to
spread.
C a ram el

Be thankful for churches,
And clear gospel light.
Be thankful we dwell not
In dark pagan night.

P h il li p s , M e .

was such a network of railways, , and
when carriages were much more used.
The drive of vp^rhaps fiteen miles was de
lightful in the bracing November air, the
roads were hard, perhaps frozen, and in
places a little-thin ice would be seen by
the roadside. Numerous were the ques
tions to be asked and patiently were they
answered, until presently we were at our
journeys end. Then the welcome that
awaited us, our visits to well remembered
spots, and the appetites that we brought
to the table when dinner was announced!
W ill turkey and chicken pies ever taste so
good again, and were there ever such
plum puddings as those that followed?

J.

F

u ltz

.

One of the first lessons taught us as
children is to return thanks for all favors,
and naturally, ‘-thank you,” has come to
be one of our most common expressions.
We should think ourselves sadly lacking
in politeness did we omit it, and so far, so
good. But how is it when we should
render thanks to the Father of us all who
“crowns our lives with good things,” and
without whose constant care we should
cease to exist. It must be that we fail to
think of Him as a father, for we could
never so forget an earthly paren t. Pei’haps
'tis as well in view of this that we have
s o m e t h i n g to remind us of our obligations,
in the form of our church worship on Sun
days, and. once a year, a day set apart
for public thanksgiving. What pleasant
memories the name recalls; Thanksgivings
of long ago when we were full of pleasant
anticipations for many preceding days.
Some Sunday we would see lying on the
reading desk a long folded paper and
though we might not be paying strictest
heed to the sermon, our attention was all
there when the minister took this paper
and began to read the Thanksgiving
proclamation. It was a most imposing
document, in our eyes, and perhaps the
love of one’s own state, which next to
that of love for our common country, is
a good thing to have, was thus early im
planted, by the earnestness with which
the reverend man invariably concluded,
“ God save the Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts.” From this time on, if the
celebration was to be at our own home,
our interest in all that transpired was
unbounded. It is astonishing how one
small child can pervade space and seem to
be in a dozen places at once. It occurs to
me on looking back that I must have been
more hindrance than help, only not al
lowed to know it. When the “ uncles,
aunts and cousins” had arrived how much
we found to show them, and how more
than thankful must the older ones have
been when, dinner being over we children
went for our accustomed walk. Another
year it would be our turn to visit them.
Hemember that this was long before there

In the directions given belowr for prepar
ing the stuffing for a turkey, tastes will
probably differ as to seasoning as most
families have a preference for some par
ticular kind or kinds. But the stuffing
itself must be lighter and more easily
digested than that which is very moist,
and seems worthy of trial.
ROAST T U R K E Y .

There are so many ways of spoiling a
good turkey that the simple rule for pre
paring, basting and stuffing is given for
those who still use the old-fashioned “ wet
dressing,” hoping they may learn the
superiority of the Philadelphia, or dry
stuffing, which is only moistened by the
juices of the bird and is lighter and far
more wholesome than the sodden, heavy
stuffing of old times. A wet dressing
could not be prepared over night. For an
eight-pound turkey use two small loaves
of bread; tear them apart, grate them
lightly on a coarse grater. This takes
but a short time. As soon as the crust is
reached lay it aside to be dried for bread

crumbs. The foundation of the dressing is
soft bread crumbs, not the hard, dried
crumbs used for breading croquettes, veal
cutlets and other dishes. When all the
bread is prepared, examine it carefully to
see that there are no hard pieces in it,
then add a teaspoonful of pepper, a table
spoonful of salt, a teaspoonful of minced
parsley, half a teaspoonful of sage and
half a teaspoonful of summer savory— mix
all together lightly with the hand. Drop
in small bits half a cup of hard butter and
mix this lightly through the dressing.
Stuff the turkey and sew it up. The neck
should be cut off close to the body, leav
ing a flap of the skin which covers the
neck and can be skewered down on the
back after the crop is stuffed. The tips of
the wings should be cut off and the wings
skewered down on the back so as to
throw up the breast. The drumsticks
(from which all the ligaments must be
drawn out before the legs are cut off ex
cept the large one that will never move)
must be skewered to the tail of the fowl.
When the turkey is properly trussed, rub
it with butter and dredge with flour.
Place it on its side in the meat rack.
When the flour in the baking pan browns,
pour in a pint of water and baste the
turkey. When it has cooked half an hour
on one side turn the other, and the last
half hour it is roasting let it lie on its
back to brown the breast. Success in
roasting depends upon a brisk oven and
faithful, thorough basting. The dressing
should be moist when the turkey is served
but it separates like rice.

3
send to them. Andt it* borne must be
parted at the beginning of this new life.
Do not wait for a big house and many
servants, but make happiness exist in a
little house, with one maid as help. It
can be done. I know it can. Do not
shrug your shoulders, and say you do not
like housework. Work is only disagree
able when it is badly done, and from
washing the silver and glass to dusting
the bric-a-brac and beating up a cake,
everything may be daintily done and well
done if you go about it in the right way
and with the right spirit. You will have
to be considerate, and you will have to
be patient. You will certainly make mis
takes, but each mistake is one step toward
success. Burden yourself with patience,
consideration and tenderness; you will
need to make calls upon them often and
often. Then you will gain so much. You
will be the happy housewife, the lady of
the house who has the right to dispense
hospitality and good will; the mistress,
not only of the house, but of the heart of
your liushand. because for him you have
created a home. And that is a womanly
work— a better monument to you, my
dear, than the painting of a wonderful
picture, the writing of a great book, or
the composing of a fine piece of music.
From out a home all virtues and all great
works may come. No man ever made a
home. He does not know howr. The
woman’s brain, heart and hands are neces
sary, and a home is such a beautiful thing.
It means rest, it means peace and it means
love. Make one for your husband, and let
him find these three great joys in its four
walls.

O R A N G E R E C E IP T S .

The plainest, easiest of all ways to serve
oranges as a dessert is to cut them up with
sugar: but even this can be done well or
shabbily— be made delicious and attrac
tive, or to look very uninviting. After
O F A L L K IN D S ,
peeling, every particle of the white, bitter,
inner skin should be removed, and the fruit
A t Prices w h ic h you Can
cut in moderately thick, uniform pieces, re
Afford to Buy.
moving of course, the seed, as they appear.
Granulated sugar should be liberally sprin
kled along between the layers, and gener
ously on top. It should be made ready a
full hour before serving. We all know
how much prettier fruit, especially oranges
look in a glass dish than any other, show
ing the yellow through the crystal, The
fine, sweet oranges are good for this pur
pose, but the “ Messinas,” the sour or
anges, are better than sweet ones, for this
special way of using them; and variety is
given by sprinkling along with the sugar
an equal amount of desiccaated cocoanut,
if the fresh grated, is not to be had.
Call at R oss' L iv e r y Stable, P h il
It is not generally known that orange
lips, o r w rite to
shortcake, made exactly like strawberry
shortcake, is fully as delicious, besides it
can be had almost any time in the year,
which is not true of the latter. The first
P H IL L IP S , M AINE.
should be cut up in sugar two hours be
fore it is vranted and the juice should be
evenly distributed around on the top
layer.

Carriages!

The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and
Other Well Known Styles,

W. J. MOSS,

N ew

B A K E D I N D I A N P U D D IN G .

Blacksmith

Corrected from last week:
Put one quart of milk on the stove and
scald. Stir into this six rounding table
spoonfuls of meal wet in cold water, and
continue to stir till the meal is well
scalded. Then take from the stove and
add 1 ) 4 cups of molasses, 2 eggs, 1 cup
cold water, 1 quart of cold milk, a little
salt, and butter the size of an egg. Bake
Having purchased the busirw's and good-will
four hours in a moderate oven.
o f A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers resp ect
fully announce that they are prepared to do
Kingfield.
M rs. G eorge W inter .

Shop.

Walker&Luikin

To Love Each Other.

General B la cksm ith in g
& C a rria ge Repairing.

Certainly there is wisdom for two young
people who have sworn to love each other,
Mr. W alker has had over 15 years’ experien ce
no matter whether there is poverty or
wealth, no matter whether the days are as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
bright or dark, to have a home of their wood-w orker for many years, and both thor
oughly understand their business,
own, writes Ruth Ashmore, discussing
W e respectfully solicit a share o f patronage.
“ The Mistress of the Small House,” in
L. W alker,
E. C . Lufkin,
November L e slie s'' H o m e J o u r n a l . Board
ing-house life is bad for women, and I do B lodgett’s Old Shop, N ext Door to Steam Mill,
R A N G E LE Y , M AINE.
not believe that any man has ever really
enjoyed it. God created women to make
homes— to make homes for the men they
neexe uted
love and for the children whom God will I! A t Rangeley Lakes Printing Office.

Job Printing
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’TW IXT YOtJ AND ME.
T h a n k s g iv in g .
The year decays, N ovem ber’s blast
Through leafless boughs pipes shrill and
drear.
W ith warmer love the home clasps fast
The hands, the hearts, the friends most dear.
On many seas men sail the fleet
Of hopes as flruitless as the foam.
They roam the world with restless feet
But find no sw eeter spot than home.

The Kennebago Region
HAS A L W A Y S

MORE

OFFERED

A TTR A C TIO N S T O
HUNTERS
A N Y P O R T IO N O F M A IN E .

THAN

as Second Class M atter.

To-day with quickened hearts they hear
Old times, old v oices chime and call.
SUBSCRIPTION PR ICE, * 1 .0 0 Per Year I The dreams o f many a vanished year
Sit by them at this festival.
In Advance.
Though hearts that warmed them on ce are
cold.
Though heads are hoar with winter frost
Devoted to the In terests o f the W hole
That on ce were bright with tangled gold.
R a n g eley l a k e s R egion ,
Thanks for the blessings kept or lost.
Thanks for the strong free wind o f life.
A D V ER TISIN G Rates Reasonable, and will
H ow ever it change or veer.
For the love o f m other and sister and wife,
be made known on application.
Clear stars that to haven steer:
For the quenchless lamps o f changeless love
Address all communications to
That burn in the night o f the dead;
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Rangeley, Maine. For the life that is, for the hope above,
Be thanksgiving by all hearts said.
—New York. Sun
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , N o v . 28, 1895.

This Season the Hunting
Is As G o o d As Ever!

Come to the Kenneba^o Lake House if You Want the Best.
A d d i-e w t s ,

R IC H A R D S O N

BR O TH ER S,

P C e ia n e b a g o
O^iiCES

S g ott

I^ a L u e,

M e .

B e s t Ball H u n tin g
IN

T H E R A N G E L E Y R E G IO N !

The turk’s a deader!
The New York Sun has had in this
State, a very innocent and guileless young
man representing it as reporter, or a man
possessing a wonderful imagination for
misrepresenting people and places in this
State. He gives awful characters to the
former and such unpleasant descriptions
of the latter, that readers, who did not
know to the contrary, would much prefer
Dante’s journey to the Infernal Regions
than a trip to Maine.
He is ill-treated by railroad officials,
squeezed into our crowded stage coaches,
half starved at hotels and farm houses,
talked and interrogated to the verge of
insanity by inquisitive loiterers in the
towns he visits, and other ills beset him
throughout his entire trip. He goes fish
ing, there are no fish— hunting, but finds
no game, yet he hears marvelous tales
from others and they are published as
facts.
One of his heroes is an artist in the lead
ing jewelry house in New York city, who
can trace his ancestry back to the capture
of Andre, the spy. The secret of capture
probably descended in line also, for he is
able to construct a horn and give the
“ moose call,” so naturally that a 1500
pound bull moose comes tearing through
the forest to exterminate his rival. The
old guides are terror stricken and flee for
their lives, but the artist-hunter bravely
stands in his tracks, and with a single
shot brings the monster to the ground as
easily as one would kill a mosquito! The
hero also kills eight deer, two for this
year and two each, for the following three
years.
He is taken to a pond, way up on the
side of a mountain, the guide goes for
water with which to brew the tea: it did
not taste very nice, but boiling, it was
thought, would purify it. A kettle full is
taken, but is suddenly dropped, for swim
ming about iu the vessel is a water snake,
fifteen inches long! Then the discovery is
made, that what were supposed to be the
seed pods of a water piant, thickly spread
over the surface of the pond, are the heads
of the sisters, cousins and aunts of the
creature just dipped up. The pond was
literally alive with snakes. Fora wonder,
the innocent correspondent did not have
to drink tea made from this water, for it
would hav^ been a simple matter to have
strained it and kept the snakes out. But
he causes his cook to search for a spring,
and one is found, where, with a drinking
cup, enough pure water was secured.
And so he goes on. His trip will proba
bly furnish material enough to keep him
from the soup house during greater part
of the winter, and in the spring he will
come again as the representative of the
great metropolitan luminary which shines
for all.

The Sultan continues insultin’.

These Camps are new and warm, easy o f access,
and in good hunting territory. Visitors will be assured
o f good sport for either large or small game.
Quimby Lake is a beautiful spot, but six miles from
Rangeley, with a good road direct to the camps, no
tiresome buckboarding. Round Pond, Dodge Pond,
and the K ennebago Stream, all famous Hunting
Grounds, are but tw o miles distant.

If the turkey lives through to-day he is
reasonably certain of a good living till
Christmas.
Venison with partridge on the side is a
very acceptable camp substitute for the
conventional turkey.
Yale is not so bad as it is painted.—
No, but there has been
some mighty mean work when the stu
dents, “ painted ’erred.”

OAKES & SCOTT.

OPEN FROM

Portland E xpress.

L-* 1 ^ 0 p r i o t <r>

May 15th to Jan. 1.

Somehow or other the democrats can’t
seem to see any difference between a fourth
nomination and a third term and continue
to use the terms as synonymous.

RANGELEY,

-

-

,

-

M A IN E .

EOHEST CAMPS, LOON LAKE,
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .

It was only a year or two ago that the
papers were overrun with sarsaparilla tes
timonials of their cure-all qualities. Now
it’s the sarsaparilla that is in trouble.
“ Physician heal thyself.”

M OOSE,
C A R IB O U ,

/

It is now claimed that the roar of a
waterfall is due to the explosion of hun
dreds of thousands of bubbles, says an ex
change. There is also a roar at the
bursting of financial bubbles.

DEER,
A N I)
B IR D

S H O O T IN G .

A doctor has discovered the curious fact
that thCskull of a man who has died from
delirum tremens contains alcliolic vapor.
A small opening in the skull soon after
death permits it to escape, when it can be
ignited, and burns with a bluish flame.—

TOON LA K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the K ennebago road, is one o f the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort o f guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage o f a good carriage road
for three miles o f the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those who would en joy
the walk for a part o f the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and en joy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished. Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o r k . Rangeley.

II. S. YORK

HOME
OF
THE
G A M IE S T

TROUT.

J. F. OAKX^S, Proprietors.

Popular Science News.

This explains why a drunken man is so
light headed.
(
B u t t e , Colorado, Nov. 21.— Francis
Schlatter, “ the healer,” who left Denver
mysteriously and unexpectedly last week
passed through town yesterday, riding
south on a gray horse.
Let me see, this is a “ healer,” can’t be
the one mentioned as riding a pale horse
then.

It was at a church social and the amuse
ment for a few moment was giving quota
tions. A young lady had just finished one
somewhat longer than the others, and as
a reward a friend leaned forward and
handed her a penny. She took it with
thanks but added in the same breath and
in a tone loud enough to be heard by those
who were nearest, “ now say your verse
;A fool and his money is soon parted.’ ”

Do you know that there is a vital
diffierence between an old maid and a
spinster— even though each may have
seen the same number of summers?
There is a difference, thus set forth in a
recent book:
“ An old maid, my dears, is one who
has never had the chance to change her
R a n g e l e y L a k e s to new subscribers state in life. A spinster is one who has
from now till January 1st, 1897 for one had the chance but prefers not to make
dollar. The sooner you subscribe the more
use of it.”
you get!

B R IC K

S T O R E ,

P H I L L I P S ,

M A IN E .

What You Can Buy For One Dollar.
gallons Molasses for
“
“
a good one, for
3
“
“
choice, for
5 lbs. Tea for
22 “
Raisins for
6 “ Battle Axe Tobacco for
5 “ Even ChangeTobacco for
6

4

§1.00.
1.00.
1.00.
1.00 .
1 .00 .
1 .00 .
1.00 .

lbs. Choice Creamery Butter for §1.00.
“ Choice BrokenCandy for
1 .00 .
lfi “ Salt Pork for
1.00.
5 packages Gold Dust for
1.(X).
25 bars Soap for
1 .0 0 .
12 cans Sweet Corn for
1.00.
Granulated Sugar at c o s t .

Y /.

10

S an dy R iver C rea m ery Co.
B H IJ L B IJ P S ,
Clifton J. Bailey, of North Conway, N.
H., was at the Phillips Hotel last week,
He is the editor of the North Conway
newspaper and manages North Conway
Keeley Institute, taking the place of the
first manager Gould. He went from here
to Dead River.

:
j
j

:

M A IN B .

Notice.
W h ereas . My wife. Sarah Veil Soule, has
left my board, now therefore I shall pay no
bills o f her contracting after this date.
A nsel D. S oule

Rangeley. Me.. Nov. 22. 1895.
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RANGELEY LAKES.

Miss Safford visited her cousin, Miss
Timberlake, the past week.
Wm. B. Smith is in Dover. N. H.
Thanksgiving ball at BatesJ h a ll.
Moses Harden is running liis shop him Music by Prof . G. F. Towle.
rp >
self now.
Mr. Houle, the Evangelist, will preach
Poultry came in very freely the last of at the Methodist church next Sunday.
the w-eek.
The village, schools closed on Tuesday
Miss Luette Timberlake and the children and will re-open a week from Monday
are in Livermore this week.
next.
George Byers and family, from Reding
George S. Pickens was in town last week
ton, are in town this week.
i on his way to the city for a few days vaDr. Russell, of Farmington, was in |cation.
town on business Thursday.
Charles Smith, of Rumford Falls &
A. M. Green wrood makes a fine display Rangeley Lakes road, was in town over
Sunday.
in his new standing show case.
Misses Annie and Emma Timberlake
A petition is being circulated asking a
Yvill pass Thanksgiving at the old home
charter for a Royal Arch Chapter.
in Livermore.
The possible change of location of the
Mr. John A. Wheeler, who has been in
two railroads is causing a vast amount of
charge of the Rumford Falls Lumber Co.
conjecture.
for about a year has withdrawn.
A. C. Comings, a runner from Boston,
A. S. Pratt, who is now in Lewiston,
was in town last week. He is one of the
has completed a cattle piece in oil, which
tall men, measuring 6 ft. 7 inches.
is very highly spoken of.
R a n g e l e y " L a k e s to new su bscrib ers
Ernest Butler is home from his school
fro m noYv till January 1st, 1897 fo r one
d o lla r . The s o o n e r you subscribe the m ore at Strong wirere he has been teaching.
The winter term begins next Monday.
y o u g e t!
R a n g e l e y L a k e s to new subscribers
The stone work for the Strong trestle is
done by the Maine and New Hampshire from now till January 1st, 1897 for one
Granite Co., the stone coming from North dollar. The sooner you subscribe the more
Jay. The stone from the Howiand quarry you get!
Rerr. Mr. Nottage goes to Boston and
in Avon, is used in culvert work at the
New York for a two week’s visit. Mrs.
other fills that are to be made.
The Austin Spool Manufacturing Com Nottage will spend the time with friends
pany, will locate in Phillips Yvitliout any in Wilton.
S. G. Haley and J. Z. Everett were out
doubt. Mr. Austin and an engineer have
been in town and located the bounds of Friday for poultry. They bought 75 tur
the mill. The size is to be 42 x 100, one keys and several hundred fowls. They
shipped them all to Lewiston.
story about 14 foot post.
The Young Peoples’ Union have elected
There is a molasses war in town. It is
a sweet fight. One concern has recently the following officers for the next six
entei’ed the ring as a cheap seller puts up months: President, Edgar R. Toothaker;
five gallons “ nice” molasses for a dollar, vice-president, Mrs. Abbie Tyler; secretary
this the Creamery store “ saw” ’ and went and treasurer, Mrs. Florence Sawyer.
“ one better,” giving six gallons.
F. E. Beal, Supt. S. R. R. R. informs us
Sumner Perry, of Madrid, brought in a that all the fills on the road are to be made
bag of the very nfeest apples seen for a ten feet sub grade. We had been informed
long time. He calls them the Perry, says they were to be but seven. Mr. Beal says
the original tree was a seedling on his the fill at Strong is said to be the largest
place, that he lias one tree in bearing from in the State,
grafts, which is the only one ho knows of
The hulled corn supper at Grange Hall
in the world. It somewhat resembles the Friday evening, brought out a large
King.
gathering of people, but there rvere but
The rules of the Free Public Library are few corn eaters among them. The dance
to be changed so that each card holder was evidently the drawing card. Ethermay take two books, provided only one Smith, late of Rangeley, was first violin.
book of fiction be among them. It is
In Shooting and Fishing of Nov. 14, is a
hoped that by so doing an interest in the small cut showing one of our former Phil
higher grade of books may be created. It lips boys, George W. Plaisted, in his posi
is certainly worth trying and can hardly tion while shooting offhand. A t the
fail of success.
third annual individual rifle championship
In 1862 the father of Albert Perry visited match, after the banquet, Mr. Plaisted
the Army of the Potomac, and for curios was presented with the champion trophy
ity brought home Yvith him several of the for 1895.
army hardtack. One of them has been
There can be no question but that the
kept intact ever since and was given to books recently added to the shelves of the
Joseph Ellis as a reminder of old army Free Public Library are up to date.
days. Mr. Ellis says it looks exactly as When the first list was sent to the book
they did thirty three year’s ago.
sellers, word came back that several of the
Ward Brothers, who have had a con books asked for were not yet published—
tract on the Rumford Falls & Rangeley in other words were still “ in press.” One
Lakes R. R., have finished their wrork and of them. “ Oakleigh,” which came subse
gone home. They pay a high tribute to quently, bears on its title page the date of
the chief engineer, R. Brooks, Stratton, 1896. “ Oakleigh,” by the way, is a very
Yvho is well knowm in this section, as a pleasant story for girls. It is ranked by
close calculator and strictly honest and some critics of juvenile fiction with Miss
thoroughly competant for the position he Alcott’s “ Little Women.”
holds.
The Phillips Free Public Library has
An interesting relic of “ Ye olden time” lately received from Augustus Choate
is owrned by Mr. Ed. Greenwrood to whom Hamlin, his recent book, “ The History of
it was given by an aunt. It is a round Mount Mica,” published in Bangor, 1895.
pewter platter some eighteen inches in It is a description of the famous Mount
diameter, and is in an excellent state of Mica Mines in Paris, Me., and of the won
preservation after its century and a half derful tourmalines found there. It is illus
of existence. Think what stories it could trated by beautiful colored plates, the
tell were it gifted with speech, how many work of the Coloritype Co. of New- York.
thanksgivings it has seen and how many The book is dedicated to the memory of
times been heaped with a generous array the author’s father, Hon. Elijah Livermore
of good things. One story it does tell Hanrlin, and his son, Frederick Cutting
most eloquently and that is the brevity of Hamlin. The Hon. Elijah Livermore Ham
human life as compared with the inde lin rvas, with a friend, the first to find the
structible nature of even a pew-ter platter. tourmalines for which the place has be
Long before the first gun of the Revolu come famous in the scientific world. This
tion rvas fired it had begun its career of rvas in 1820. Since then many beautiful
usefulness, and of all the millions who in crystals have been found there, and harm
habited the earth at that time, not even their place in collections all over the
the youngest child is living to-day.
world.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.

W ith th e S portsm en
The Franklin & Megantic train ran into
a deer last week. It was a fine one.
Seven deer were hauled past the office of
R a n g e l e y L a k e s in two days.
Riley Bubier killed a handsome buck
near Dead River station Monday.
George Wilbur and Loring Haley
brought in 3 buck deer Saturday. They
were up at Kennebago farm where Senator
Frye shot his deer.
Edward G. Gay, proprietor of Hotel
Willows, Farmington, and president of
the Maine Game and Protective associa
tion, is making a contest for the position
of commissioner of inland fisheries and
game, to succeed Henry O. Stanley, of
Dixfield.— Portland E xpress.
Four fine buck deer were taken out on
the P. & R. train Monday. Charles P.
and F. H. Stevens, of Malden, Mass., had
one each. A Mr. Rowell, who runs
Betton’s Steamer on the Richardson lake,
had one, and C. J. Bailey, of North Con
way, N. H., brought one from Dead
River.
A Rockland game warden hasn’t any
doubt that the game law is being violated.
He went down to see the Frank Jones
come in and he also saw aboard the boat
six deer saddles in as many different
packages— egg boxes, barrels, etc., and
packed with the deer were 45 partridges
and 20 rabbits.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, in com
pany with Billy Soule and Johnny Thibo
deau have been up the Cupsuptic hunting.
The Ex Senator took the cake by shooting
a large buck that would dress 175 pounds,
having a magnificent set of antlers with
five prongs. Billy secured a doe and
Thibodeau a buck. Owing to the ice in
the stream, which was too solid for boat
ing and not strong euough to bear them,
the deer are left for a freeze up.
The engineer and fireman on the morn
ing train out Friday, discovered a deer on
the tra^ck when near Gull Pond. They put
on steam and got within easy pistol shot,
but having no firearms had to be con
tented with simply looking. ' It was a
beautiful buck, with four prongs on his
antlers. After running ahead of them for
a short time he left the track for the
woods. John Stewart has seen one in
this vicinity several times. He thinks
from the description it is the same.
Bears are going to be plenty in the
back woods this fall. The mountain ash
berries are the thickest they have been
known to be for years. This mountain
ash is a favorite food of moose, and is
always peeled by them in tpe winter, and
at times they ride it down to get the
berries. It grows tall and slender and
when loaded with damp snow often bends
over so as to bring the berries within
reach of deer. Partridge and other birds
feed on them almost exclusively, while
they last; foxes, sables, fishes and bears
are very fond of them. The taste to man
is very disagreeable. — D a n H a y w a r d , in

says the wood seems to be wholly brown
ash. Some of the trees that they have
cut and rafted in are 18 inches in diameter.
He has heard it stated that they never cut
a tree larger than six inches. Another
curious feature of these intelligent
animals is that old huntei's say they never
cut a tree to fall away from the water.
Mr. Ellis says he found an ash, 15 inches
through, that leaned very much away
from the water. This ti’ee had been cut
nearly through on the side next the
stream, and he thinks had they completed
it the tree would have fallen toward the
water. In order to preserve their work
he cut on the outside and it went into the
woods. It is said that they never fall a
tree so that it lodges. Eugene Atwood,
Esq., of Willimantic, Conn., took home
the 18 inch section and Mr. Starbird, the
photographer, of Brunswick, one nearly
as large.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s to new subscribers
from now till January 1st, 1897 for one
dollar. The sooner you subscribe the more
you get!
When in Rome, Don’t Do as the
mans Do.

Ro

Game Warden Clark, of Smithfield, ar
rested four men named Mosher, residents
of Rome for taking trout with a spear.
He discovered a light near the spawning
bed at the mouth of Meadow Brook on
Great Pond. With assistants, Mr. Clark
arrested the four, when they landed. He
also found six fish that had been speared.
He thinks one man escaped and that a bag
of fish also disappeared in the scuffle.
They plead guilty before Judge Philbrook,
at Waterville, and were each fined 825.00
and $1.00 for every fish taken and one
quarter of the costs. It was showm tha t
they wrere very poor men and reduction
was made so that 820.00 each let them off.
They won’t get caught spearing fish again
right off, and the chances are that they
didn’t even take home the half dozen that
cost them so much.
The New Rangeley Lake House.

Now you can see pretty near how it
is going to look; the last section has
reached its position and is firmly joined
to its former mate; the cottage, that
obstructed the view from the street, has
been moved up the hill to a more com
manding spot, and the new- hotel is
“ Monarch of all I survey.” The work
has been faithfully done, and will stand as
a monument, to which Mr. Cain can point
with pride whenever his services are
sought for similar work.
The carpenters and masons are rushing
work and the interior will soon be ready
for the finishing touches of the painter’s
brush.
The new location of the cottage is re
markably fine, being some distance north
east of the hotel on higher ground. A
street will be built from the the hotel past
the cottage and continuing to the Main
street above the school house. Along this
S h o o tin g a n d F is h in g .
Speaking of beavers, Joseph Ellis, who (Cottage) street will be built the hotel
ran the steamer on Kennebago Lake the cottages.
past season, says that there is a beaver
Chas. Smith, formerly of the Phiilips &
dam across the main stream, a short dis
tance below the lake. In low water it Rangeley railroad, is at work on the R.
bothers the guides to get a boat over it. F. & R. L. Mr. Smith is a most genial
To remedy this, Elmer Snowman cut a conductor and all round railroad man.
small opening. He found it as hard work He comes here with as good a recommen
as lie ever did. Next day he was sur dation from Supt. Davis, his former em
prised to find it in as good condition as ployer, as a man can ask for'.— Rumford
when he made the attack on it. Mr. Ellis F a lls T i m e s .
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A THANKSGIVING INCIDENT.
---------------------- v r >•

They had been engaged for nearly three
years, Tom Hardy and Florence Marvern,
and never till now had there been more
than a passing cloud to mar their happi
ness.
Now it seemed as though the whole sky
was darkened and the sun had set never
to rise again.
It wasn’t much to quarrel about, but
one word had led to another till each felt
that the other was in the wrong, and
neither would take the first step toward
reconciliation. It was the night before
Thanksgiving and Tom was invited to
take dinner with the Marverns on that
day, so, as he shouldered into his over
coat, without Florence’s customary aid,
he said stiffly:
“Please say to Mrs. Marvern that I
shall be out of town on Thanksgiving and
shall have to forego the pleasure of taking
dinner at her table.”
“ I will do so,” answered Florence,
equally stiffly, “ and please be kind enough,
Mr. Hardy, to return my letters before
that time. I will forward yours.”
“ Good night, Miss Mavern.”
“ Good night, Mr. Hardy.”

else,” and she cried harder thim ever.
But she" didn’t take the ring otL" in fact
she grew calmer very shortly, and sat
down at the little oak escritoiretuid wrote
a note like this:
wc
,, ,yiiJ
A t Hoine,
Long after Twelve.
Dear Tom,—
Won’t you please come over as soon as
you can, I ’m awfully lonesome. I want to
explain something.
F l o s s ie .
*

*

*

*

*

*

It was nearly dinner time, Thanksgiving
Day. Tom Hardy was in the back parlor
at Marvern’s. He was sitting in the big
armchair. Miss Florence was also sitting
in the big armchair.
“ And you’ll never be angry again, dear,
no matter how cross and ugly I am?”
Florence was asking in a whisper.
“ No never,” answered Tom.
And just then young Master Marvern
tore into the room announcing at the top
of his voice: “ Dinner’s all ready!”
Muiicliausoii Outdone.

An Arizona subscriber, who has become
very much interested in some of R a n g e l e y
L a k e s ’ wonderful stories, sends us the
following. He adds in a private note “ If
it is published in your paper it will be
believed. I would hate dreadfully to have
*
*
*
*
*
*
anything I write classed as doubtful.”
“ In his own rooms at No. 42 High street
C a c t u s v il l e , Arizona, Nov. 12. 1895.
Tom Hardy was marching up and down To the Editors o f Rangeley L a k es:
the floor trying to calm himself by furi
Two years ago, come December, a com
ously puffing at a heavy briarwood pipe, rade and myself started from Prescott, on
but nicotine didn’t seem to sooth him as a prospecting tour. We took along only
usual. It was after midnight and on the provision to last us a week, thinking three
desk lay a miscellaneous assortment of days travel from the city would be as far
things which no one would have suspected as we cared to venture.
matter-of-fact Thomas Hardy of possess
A t night of the third day we reached a
ing. Several bundles of square enveloped small creek, with a few trees growing on
letters, addressed in a feminine hand; a its bank. Here we decided to camp, and
score or more of ball orders in which the picketing our horses, we eat our supper
initials “F. M .” prevailed in the “ part and were soon asleep. Sometime in the
ners” column; a faded flower or two, and night w'e were awakened by a noise from
even a lady’s glove. The articles were the horses, and groping our way through
lying in a topsy-turvy condition and be semi-darkness,aided by alighted match,we
side them lay the empty drawer from had nearly reached them when my compan
which they had been unceremoniously ion gave a most terrific yell and ran leav
dumped. After a time Tom passed by the ing me standing somewhat bewildered at
desk and began to turn the things over, his sudden action. I held the match aloft
first contemptuously and then tenderly. and as soon as my eyes became accustomed
“ And she asks me to send those things to the darkness, I saw, not five feet before
back,” he said to himself. “ Asks me as me, one of those frightful creatures,
coolly as though I ’d accidentally walked scientifically known as “ H e l o d e r m a H o r r i off with her father’s umbrella or some d u m ,” but whose common names are “ Gila
thing of the sort,” he added sarcastically. monster” and “ Montana aligator.”
He continued to look at the things on the
For an instant I was too frightened to
desk, and one memory after another flitted move, though I had often seen them before
across his mind till finally he found him I had never seen one as large as this one.
self recalling the night he told his love, Had I never known his exact measure I
and Florence had said the one little word would have taken all the oaths in Christen
that had made him happier than he had dom, that he was fully ten feet long. A t
ever been in his life. “ And now she wants their best they are most revolting to gaze
them all back,” he said; “ but by Jove,” on, and the latin name is not misapplied.
he went on with new animation, “ I ’m How long I might have stood in my tracks,
going to keep them and her dear little I do not know, but the match burning my
self if I possibly can.” Clearing a space fingers, brought me to my senses, or
on the desk he wrote a brief note which rather, brought them to me, for I think
the life and spirit of my existence had en
A t Home, Nov. 28,
tirely left my body.
1 A. M.
With my return to life, I ran, not far
Dear Florence:
Will you give a disconsolate and' a peni however, for I brought up so suddenly
tent chap a chance to explain? Tell your against a tree that I was knocked down
Mother I ’ll not be out of town after all and my face was badly bruised. For a
and can accept her invitation.
second I was stunned but I quickly re
Hastily,
T om.
*
*
*
*
*
*
covered and approached the tree again,
It was long after midnight, and in her this time on my guard, and when I
dainty boudoir Miss Florence Marvern found it I quickly climbed to a secure
was crying as though her heart would place among its branches.
break. She thought it would, but a cynic
As soon as it became light enough to
would have told her it wasn’t even frac see I found the monster quietly awaiting
tured. Before her was a stack of letters my descent, his wicked eye being fixed on
and trinkets of one sort or another, but me seemed never to change its position, I
her eyes were fixed on a ring which she was always within its focus.
wore on the third finger of her left hand.
I could now more easily get an idea of
The ring was set with pearls and dia his actual size and estimated him to be
monds, and did not begin to be as rich as from three and a half to four feet long.
the opal and diamond ring on her right I had never before known one over twenty
hand, but she paid no attention to the inches. Later he was found to be three
latter. She was evidently trying to take feet and eight inches.
I had been unable to get any answer
the ring off but couldn’t quite make up
her mind to. Between her sobs she said: to my repeated calls to my companion, I
“ When Tom put that on he said (sob) feared he had been bitten and gone crazy,
that he’d always love me (sob) and that or died. I tried not to look at the crea
nothing should ever part us (sob), and ture, but unconsciously my eyes would
now I ’ve gone and driven him off (several turn in his direction. I was trembling like
sobs), and he’ll go and love somebody a leaf, partly, perhaps from the cold and

lakes.

wet, as rain had begun to fall about day
light.
Then I began to feel the need of nourish
ment, the more so from the fact that only
a short distance away was the food We
had brought .wjth us. There also were our
guns and revolvers, and I found the',only
means of protection 1 had was my pocket
knife.
Many of your readers are no doubt
aware that in this country, with the com
ing of the rainy season, the verdure starts
at once, and what, a day before, was
burned soil, becomes covered with veg
etation. They are also aware that the
cactus, which are so common, spring up
like mushrooms. I was not therefore
astonished at the sudden change all over
the c ountry, and at the numerous cactus
springing from the ground all about.
Soon however, I had reason enough to
be surprised and frightened as well, for I
found the cactus were growing so thickly
about the tree I was in, that they were
actually lifting the monster who was
watching for me. Here was cause for
alarm that I had not counted on. To
jump into the cactuses, was to be, per
haps, impaled upon their sharp points,
and there to become an easy victim of the
waiting creature. To remain was to live
a living death, watching the hideous thing
slowly but surely brought to where I
could not escape him. I was nearly fran
tic. A t last a bright idea struck me, and
one I immediately proceeded to put into
execution. I cut a stout limb from the
tree, trimmed it to the right length and
calmly awaited the arival of that I could
hardly bear to look at. The upward
movement was so slow I could not perceive
it, yet every moment showed that it was
getting nearer. Soon it was within my
reach, but not near enough for any execu
tion. Again I waited, now it was where
my blows would count, and I began work.
I might as well have pounded one of our
Maine beech trees, his thick hide was like
rubber. A t each blow my stick would re
bound as though thrown back by the
aetion of a stout spring. It was no use
some other method must be tried.
I was obliged to go up to the limbs
above where I had been resting. Then I
worked for ten minutes as eagerly as ever
I did in my life, the result being that I
had a stick as sharp as a piece of steel
could have been made. First the eyes of
the beast were punched out, they were no
longer driving me mad with their stare.
Then I enlarged the openings where the
eyes had been and drove my stick into the
interior of his head.
All this time he was viciously snapping
his jaws and violently striking with his
tail. I must find a more vital spot and I
struck for the base of his skull, the third
blow penetrated the skin and hit a fatal
point. His whole body seemed to grow
rigid for a moment and then hung lifeless
from the needles of the cactus.
*

*

*

*

*

I found myself by the side of the creek,
my companion was bathing my head and
striving to restore me to consciousness.
He had just come in sight as I fell fainting
from the tree. With his knife he had cut
an opening and taking me in his arms,
had carried me to the water.
When I could speak I asked where he
had been, and learned that when he
screamed and jumped, he had stepped on
the frightful reptile. He stumbled and
fell, striking his head against a tree, as I
had done, only so much more severly that
it was late in the afternoon wiien he was
able to understand the situation. His
first thought was to look for me, in which
he had been successful, as I have already
told.
We enjoyed our supper or dinner which
ever it was, and as the horses had been
abundantly provided . for, from the
fresh grass, we decided to leave that
place and journey as far from it as we
could before morning.
Previous to leaving, we got the exact
measure of this giant lizzard and said
farewell to him.
Our story was not believed in Prescott,

we didn’t expect it would be, but the
Historical Society sent men to search for
his body. The stuffed carcass is now on ex
hibition in their rooms, at least I have
heard so. I never'want to look upon him
again. Truly Yours,
0.
A Little Facetious.

“ Gerry, gut any trine,” says young
America, as he entered Mr. Proctor’s
store, last Saturday afternoon.
“ Any what?” says the merchant.
“ Any trine” [twine], repeated the boy,
and as the merchant thoughtfully queried
what he wan ted. the “ trine” for he tumbled
to the idea the boy was trying to convey,
and again he asked:
“ What do you want to use it for? And
how much do you want?” .
“ I want free feet, and I want it to hitch
my horse, I alius use trine to hitch it
with,” whereupon a giggle was passed
around by the by-standers, and the boy
left the store made happy by the three feet
of white cotton twine which Mr. Proctor
gave him. And soon the team was
actually seen hitched with the “ trine”
string.
Later another fellow said to the chap in
a jocose manner: “ Have to hitch your
horse?”
i— 1
“ Yes,” was the reply, “ I alius hitch
when I stop.”
“ Would the animal xmn away if you
didn’t hitch?” again said the curious
chap.
“ I don’t know; but I alius ruther hitch
and be on the safe side,” said the boy,
and another round of laughter resounded
through Proctor’s horse shed, under
which the beast was hitched.
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[e n t business con du cted fo r M o d e r a t e F e e s .
>O ur o f f i c e i s O p p o s i t e U. s . p a t e n t O f f i c e *
Jand w e can secure patent in less tim e than those!
[rem ote from W ashington.
_
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Send m odel, draw ing o r p hoto., w ith descrip-)
>tion.
W e advise, if patentable or not, free o f j
[ch arge. O ur fee not due till patent is secured.
j
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:£LA. SNOW & C'O
O p p . P a t e n t O f f i c e , W a s h i n g t o n , D. C.

CAN I O BTAIN A P A T E N T ?
Fora
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
IMUNN
C O ., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A H a n d b o o k of In
formation concerning 1’ aten ts and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the S cie n tific A m e rica n , and
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 » year. Single
copies,
cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., N ew Y o r k , 3 0 1 B k o a d w a y .
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RANGELEY LAKES.
A Song For Thanksgiving.
A few late roses linger and sm iling deck the
sod,
A nd the w orld is like a picture where the har
vests smile to God,
T here’s a greater jo y in living—fo r no bless
ing he denies,
And the sou l’s divine thanksgiving drifts in
incense to the skies!
Through the darkness and the danger,
through tho peril o f the past,
T o the starred and stormless haven he has led
our ship at last,
And with richest treasures laden we have
furled the flags above,
For the garlands o f his glory and the banners
o f his love!
Sing sweet thy sweet thanksgiving, O soul,
and ring, ye bells,
T ill the w orld shall catch the chorus and the
anthem heavenward sw ells!
For his love and fo r his m ercy, for his cross
and chastening rod,
For his tender benedictions, let the whole
w orld thank its God!
—Selected.

JOHN ALDEN’S DINNER
FRUGAL REPAST OF A THANKSGIVING
LONG AGO.

Thanks There W ere A-plenty For Divine
Mercy— Escape of Hunters F ro m the In
dians—Miles Standish’s Vanity—-From a
Diary of 1030.

This yearo it pleased God of his rich
grace to transport over into ye bay of Mas
sachusetts divers honorable personages
and manyo worthy Christians, wherebye
the Lord began in a manifest manner and
way to make known ye greate thoughts
which ho had of planting yo gospel in this
remote and barbarous wilderness and hon
oring his own way instituted worship,
causing such and so many to adhere there unto and fall upon yo practice thereof.
Among ye rest, a chief one among them,'
was that faymous pattern of pietio and
justice, Mr. John Winthrop, ye first gov
ernor of yo jurisdiction, accompanyed
with divers other persons, sons of Sion
whych rnighte be compared to ye most
fyno gold, amongst whom I might also
namo that reverend and worthie man,
John Wilson, eminent for lovo and zeal.
It pleased yo Lord to exerciso them with
much sickness, and being destitute of
housing and shelter, and lying up and
down in booths, somo of them languished
and died. A pestilent fever swept away
many of yo Indians.
Last spring thero was a numerous companie of flies, which were alike for bigness
unto wasps or humblebees. They came
out of little holes in ye ground, and did
eat up ye green things, and made such a
constant yelling noise as made ye woods
ring of them and ready to deafen ye hear
ers. I had never seen their like, but ye
Indians said sickness would follow, and so
it did. Our excellent governor did well to
appoint a day when yo goodo people can
after a moro special manner rejoice to
gether. And although ye weather is very
hot, much more so than wo ever knew- in
olde England in yo month of June, and ye
harvest is not yet gathered, we can bo
thankful to yo Lord that wo have escaped
yo persecutions of yo aldo world and have
been miraculously preserved to each other.
And there have been divers and sundry
special providences. Indeed our being hero
instead of landing at ye Hudson river, as
we intonded, is of itself a providenco.
Then mosto especially do wo give thanks
that a part of our crop has been saved
from tho mildew, and that, while many of
our goodlie companie havo been taken
away, through God’s morcy many of our
lives have been graciously spared. And
ye last providenco was but yesterday, when
tho four fowlers whom our excellent gov
ernor sent out for provisions were spared
in a miraculous way. They had gone deep
into ye woods in search for game, and
hearing stealthy footstops knew that thero
wero unfriendly savages near. They could
see no one, but, hearing a sharp twang,
an arrow sped through yo coatoof William
White. This was followed by a showor of
arrows coming from evory side, somo of
which went through ye coats and hats of
yo fowlers, but none was killed, and they
returned with much game.
This afternoon wo gathered at ye home
of Mystresse Priscilla Alden, whore wore
all yo goode neighbors.
Captain Miles Staudish was there, great1"honored for _ye service ho has donoL but

ye hand'of yo LortiTs Upon lilm, and "his
health is breaking. I told him so, and he
became angry, for his weakness is his
vanitie, as it was when he was the suitor
for ye hand of Mystrosse Priscilla Alden
while she was yet a mayden. Forsooth,
the manner of ye house bestirred olde
memories, for she is a model housewife,
comelie and God fearing. John and Mystresso Alden havo been diligent in spirit
and in action. Each log that went into
yo building of their house is neatly hewn
and fastened in its place with clay. No
unsightly things are upon ye walls, noth
ing but a picture, which was brought from
olde England, that they persuaded ye min
ister to allow them to keepe, notwith
standing that it might bo accounted van
itie.
Then there are ye fowling pieces and
powder horns above ye doore, and I am
tolde that Mystresse Alden puts new
greased paper in ye windows every day,
that it may always be clear. Ye oak logs,
of which yo floore is made, are scrubbed
and sanded every morning, ye andirons
are always bright. John has made benches
of hickory that all who visit him may be
seated, and ye spinning wheel shows that
it is not often idle.
But today ye companie was too many to
be in ye house, and ye tables were set out
under ye four big elm trees and ye two
oaks that are between ye house and ye
garden. There were but some parched corn
and ye game ye fowlers brought, but it
was plentie, and when our excellent gov
ernor, Mr. John Winthrop, and those godly
men who were governor, Mr. William
Bradford and Mr. Edward Winslow, called
upon God to bless us and set forth ye
manifolde mercies that wo had enjoyed,
wo wore humbled in ye sight of God and
felt our greate unworthiness, for wo had
often repined, and many of us had even
murmured at oure portions.
There was one unregenerate younge
mayden present who had wore a bleu rib
bon which she had hidden when she came
over in ye good ship Mayflower. To her,
our excellent governor gave a rebuke and
wisely taught her humilitie and meekness.
I trust that it will crush yo rebellious
spirit within her that can come only of
satan, and she will bo willing to appearo
liko unto other maydens, without adorn
ment as God intended. Her features are
very comelie, which must bo a greate trial
to her father and mother, who are God
fearing, for beautie of faco cometh from
satan to bring about temptation to vanitie.
I had never before seen how comely she is,
and I think that I am called to know her
better, that I may correct her and guard
her from yo tomptation of worldlie affairs.
She has much brain, but talks in a man
ner unbecoming to a woman, who should
bo meek and silent, especially in ye pres
ence of men in authoritio. She even spoke
without honor of Ann Huchinson, who
has so far forgot her womanly modestie
and yo injunctions of holy writ as to speak
in publick upon matters pertaining to ye
salvation of souls. It is clear that I have
a call to know her better and point out ye
ungodliness and ye future punishment
that awaits her behavior.— Cincinnati En
quirer.
THANKSGIVING DAYE FROLICK.

Suggestions For an Entertainment In the
Style of Ve Olden Tyme.

Sufficiently in advance to allow your
friends time for preparation send out in
vitations to ye olden tyme Thanksgiving
daye frolick, and intimate therein that
appropriate costuming, in strict simplicity,
is expected. The young women should
wear print gowns and aprons and add the
slight touch necessary to turn tho prevail
ing tone of hairdressing back one leaf
farther in quaintness. The men must
copy in dress Brother Jonathan’s portraits.
Have merely a violin, the “ fiddle” of early
days, for music and dance gay country
dances— the quadrille, Dan Tucker, Vir
ginia reel, and so on, with calling off.
The brighter the people that can be
brought together and the better the acting
of the parts the greater the success of the
entertainment of course.
Cover the drawing room carpet with
crash, not only to assist dancing, but also
to givo an impression of bare floor primi
tiveness. Movo away or cover up all elab
orate bric-a-brac and sumptuous furni
ture. Decorate with cornstalks, cedar
boughs, pumpkins and strings of red pep
pers. A barrel or two of bright apples
standing about would also add to the genoral effectiveness. In a conspicuous posi
tion place a table holding a tray of mo

lasses' and a largo plain white pitcher of
sweet cider for the guests’ occasional re
freshment. If thero is an open fireplace in
the room, popping corn there might prove
a pleasant change from the dancing, tho
operation forming a pivot upon which to
hang amusing old time stories and “ singin schule” songs, both in solo and chorus.
A ll this intersperse with tho eating of
popcorn and apples and tho drinking of
cider.
Rollicking dancing should end the even
ing whatever tho other diversions intro
duced may have been. And the old time
“ groaning board” must be spread in tho
dining room with early day favorite dishes
— roast turkey and little pig served whole,
baked beans and brown bread, Indian
pudding, hot biscuits and rusks, cucumber
and mango pickles, pot cheese, applo but
ter, damson preserves, fruit and pound
cake and doughnuts, coffee with rich
cream and glasses of milk.
These hints followed in barest outline
will make a novel and pleasing entertain
ment. But each extra effort in detail will
tell just so much in the general attractive
ness of the result. Every touch of realism
in the hostess’ arrangements, every quaint
bit of phraseology or manner in the guests,
will add greatly to the charm of the event.
— Philadelphia Times.
PREPARING THE I-EAST.

A Tattle Methivl W ill tighten the Task
of Cooking the Thanksgiving Dinner.

It is said that the veH^ sound of these
words causes our mouths to water, but it
will be very necessary for the housewife to
be systematic in her preparations for this
event if we would have the dinner a per
fect success. It is not our intention to
state here the proper methods of serving
an elaborate dinner in the most approved
style, but to offer suggestions to help the
enthusiastic young housekeeper to enjoy
to tho utmost the delightful responsibility
of preparing and presiding over the dinner
which is to be served on this day.
This is the day when the best that is in
us and about us is brought forward and
made the most of. The true Thanksgiv
ing spirit should pervado the homo atmos
phere, the family, so far as possible, in
all its branches should bo brought togeth
er, the treasured old blue china and an
tique teaspoons set forth, and the various
precious heirlooms made to serve their dif
ferent purposes.
As much as possible of the dinner should
bo prepared before Thanksgiving day. The
mince meat should be prepared the week
before it is wanted, as it becomes more
thoroughly seasoned after standing several
days, and it should be made into pies the
day before they are used and the pies kept
in a cold place until it is time to reheat
them before serving. While making the
mince pies make enough crust for the
pumpkin and all other pies and place this
prepared crust in the cellar, and it will be
ready to roll out quickly the next morn
ing, when every moment will count.
Have the suet for the pudding chopped
the day before and the hard sauce made
for it and put in a cool place. The cran
berry sauce and that for the pies can also
bo prepared and ready for use beforehand.
Tho nuts may be cracked the night before,
and last, but by no means least, tho tur
key should bo cleaned and stuffed the day
before.
This will leave for Thanksgiving morn
ing, first, the pies to be balled, but as the
crust is all ready to be rolled out and the
cranberries and stewed pumpkin prepared
this task can be readily disposed of. Then,
when the turkey is in the oven, the pud
ding and scalloped oysters may be pre
pared for the steamer and oven respective
ly. Then the potatoes may be boiled and
mashed for the potato croquettes, if they
are desired, and tho other vegetables pre
pared early, so that they may be ready
when it is time to cook them.
A little forethought and method in pre
paring such a dinner will usuaUy save
hours of work.— Exchange.
An A fter Dinner Novelty.

A novel idea for a family Thanksgiving
party is to have the maid appear at the end
of the dinner bearing on a silver salver a
very real looking turkey. The turkey
should be made of papier mache stuffed
with tiny souvenirs. Gay ribbons are
scattered over the breast and lower part of
the turkey— a ribbon’for each guest. When
the ribbon is pulled, out comes a present.
Children and old folks, too, will enjoy this
immensely.— New York World.

THE OLD AND THE N E W .
Thanksgiving Dinner Mena of Olden Time
and of Recent Date.

The old fashioned Thanksgiving table
groaned beneath a superabundance of good
things. In the country especially there
was enough laid before the holiday guest
to keep a small family well supplied with
food for a year. To express the plenitude
of tho larder seemed to be the ruling pas
sion for the time being, and to partake lib
erally was the highest compliment one
could pay to the host and hostess.
In the end of the century days an old
fashioned Thanksgiving table would fill
us with feelings of distrust. We have grown
more dainty, or perhaps it is more dyspep
tic, and we tempt our appetites with the
chops in lace paper frills and sandwiches
tied with pink ribbon. In the days of the
good old Thanksgiving a well spread table
was not considered complete unless it was
provided with all of the following dishes.
Here is an old fashioned Thanksgiving
menu:
Oystew stew.
Roast turkey.
Roast chicken.
Sparerib.
Sausages.
Head cheese.
Mashed potatoes.
Hot slaw.
Boiled onions.
Turnips.
Pickles.
Raised biscuits.
White bread.
Currant jelly.
Preserves.
Honey in the comb.
Fruit cake.
Doughnuts.
Mince, apple, custard and pum pkin pies.
Cheese.
Apples and nuts.
Cider.
Tea and coffee.

Times have changed since then, and eat
ing has becomo more of a secondary con
sideration. The modern Thanksgiving
dinner must be good and well cooked. It
must contain a variety of dishes, but they
must be dainty and have sauces and dress
ings and garnishings suggestive of the
day.
Delmonico’s chef gives the following as
his idea of a fin de sieole Thanksgiving
feast:
Oysters.
M ock turtle soup.
Rissoles o f sweetbreads.
Boiled bass, w ith cream sauce.
Potatoes hollandaise.
Turkey stuffed w ith chestnuts.
Oyster fritters, w ith cranberry jelly.
Broiled breast of m allard duck.
Celery salad, w ith mayonnaise.
R oquefort cheese.
Mince pie.
Ice cream.
Fruit.
Cafe.
Share Your Joy W ith Others.

The pilgrim colonists shared the first
Thanksgiving feast with Massasoit and
his 90 Indians. We should invite to ours
not only those near and dear to us, but
some of thoso others who would eat it in
solitude if wo did not remember them. To
many minds this will seem an almost un
justifiable sacrifice of tho coziness of tho
family party.' The blessedness of giving
and of giving something more than of our
material substance will compensate for it.
Thoso who have never known what it is
to be alone in the world or even tempo
rarily divided from their own kindred can
not conceive what it is to the solitary ones
to be welcomed into a home. A far more
substantial benefit would not give a tithe
of tho pleasure that is felt when its doors
unclose to them.— Exchange.
Delicacies of Olden Feasts.

If we go back to the days of Queen Eliz
abeth, only a short time previous to the
Plymouth thanksgiving cooked in the
woods, wo shall find some curious dishes
in vogue. There was pickled grouse, with
cloves and ginger; soused turkey, boiled
in white wine and vinegar and soaked for
a month; “ pear puddings,” containing no
pears, but made of cold fowl chopped up
with flour, currants, eggs, cream, etc., and
then fashioned into the form of pears and
baked. Among the delicacies of the age
can be enumerated omelets of mallow
stalks, cheese made of quinces, hartshorn
jelly, stalks of tulips cooked liko pears,
apple sirup and candied fruits.— Christian
W o r k . _________________ _
Make Thanksgiving: a Joyous Day.

Thanksgiving, unlike Christmas, is not
especially the children’s day. It is a time
for the reunion of families, in which, of
course, tho children are included, but they
do not occupy tho chief place, as at their
own festival. But wo all desire to make
the special holidays bright spots in the
lives of the children. The peculiar features
of each should be emphasized so that as
they come round in after years they will
bring with them something of tho old
childish joyousness, which no lapse of time
can wholly deprive them of if they have
been surcharged with it in early life.—
Ladies’ Home Journal,
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Local Paragraphs.
Axel Tibbetts was in Phillips, Monday.
I. B. Toothaker was in Phillips Thurs
day.
Mrs. John Marble was in Phillips, Mon
day.
Jimmy Mathieson has gone to Chicago
for a few days.
Haley pond was frozen over Friday
morning, Nov. 22.
A. B. Grover, of Phillips, was in town
the first of the week.
Joseph Nile is home from the Normal
school during vacation.
Mrs Martin Nile burned her hand quite
severely with hot fat the first of the week.
Charles Green, of the firm Green &
Landers, Stratton, was in town Tues
day.
Leonard York of Wilson’s Mills is board
ing for a few wreeks with Martin Nile
Main St.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, who has been success
fully hunting on the Cupsuptic, returned
to Phillips Tuesday.
There is to be a Tnanksgiving ball at
Furbish’s Hall to-night. (Tuesday). Sup
per at Simon Oakes'.
Work on the Mountain View is going
right ahead. The main part is up and
boarded and the end of the week will see
it roofed and shingled.
Anson Hoar is laying an aqueduct from
a well on the hillside above his house on
Main St. West. It will be about 15 rods
in length and laid in a lead pipe.
We are entirely out of our last issue,
No. 26, if any of our local subscribers are
not preserving their copies, (we hope they
do however) will they kindly hand in a
few numbers.
Frank Jacobs moved on to Mr. Hano’s
farm near Quimby Pond the first of the
week. He will haul logs to be rafted to
the mill here in the spring. Mr. Hano in
tends to do quite a lot of building next
summer.
There will be an antiquarian supper in
the Vestry Wednesday evening, Dec. 4.
Supper from half past 5 until 7. We have
it early so the business men may call at
the vestry and get supper instead of going
to their homes. A ll are invited to our
old fashioned supper. Fifty cents per
couple. Proceeds to go for the support of
preaching.
A crew of six men started for the new
woi’kings in Greenvale, Tuesday morning.
They will swamp out the old road through
from Dead River station, a distance of
four miles. New camps will be built for
the logging crew, while John R. Toothaker's crew will occupy the old Wm. T.
Hoor camps.
Mr. Greene will have a
crew of 40 men when the work is fairly
under way. The timber is quite thick and
very easy to get at. “ As pretty a chance
to yard as I ever saw,” says Mr. Greene.
Thursday moaning, last, was not the
pleasantest kind of a day, far from it. It
was cold too. When the P. & R. ieft
Rangeley the fire in the passenger car had
not made up its mind, whether to go on
or go out. There were on board about a
dozen “ Knights of the Grip,” and several
other passengers, fortunately no ladies.
It was a runner’s circus, and about every
one of them assisted. The coal (cold) fire
was shaken, punched and cursed with all
the enthusiasm years of common warfare,
as Commercial travelers, could command,
but all to no purpose. They did succeed,
however, in r o a s t i n g poor “ Willie” to
their hearts' content, if not to his. A t
Redington ••Willie” went out on a forag
ing expedition and came in with an arm
ful of blocks. Then the stove joined with
the others and it smoked, and the wood
had to be thrown from the window; but
the wood had been a success for the coal
burned, the car warmed and “ they were
happy ever after.”

N.
B. Beal, Esq., of Phillips, was inW ritten for R a n g e l e y L a k e s ;
Miss Mertie Kinney is visiting her sis
town on business Tuesday night.
ter, Mrs. Ernest Haley, Allen St.
ELIZABETH AKERS ALLEN.
Mrs. McKeen, wife of the barber who is
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Herrick go to Gardi
A Brief Sketch of the Author of Our
ner, Mass. Friday, Nov. 29th, for the running Nat Ellis’ shop, is quite ill.
Leading Poem.
It don’t do to oversleep if you have any
winter.
Miss Angie Jacobs, of Phillips, has been idea of taking the morning train. Every
Elizabeth Akers Allen was born in the
stopping with her brother, Frank, for a day you can see hustling by some belated town of Strong Oct. 9, 1832. Her maiden
would
be
traveler.
few days.
name was Chase and her father was a
C.
W. Barrett is bnsy preparing for his
W. E. Twombly and Frank Haley went
member of the Franklin County bar.
next
season’s
boat
building.
He
built
up
to Totman farm, Dead River, last week
The home where she was born situated
wards of thirty last year and intends to in a lovely spot among the elms, about a
deer hunting.
go way above that number this winter.
mile below Strong village, is still stand
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Butler returned
Heaven help the man that has to go ing.
from their visit in New York Monday.
through Rangeley after dark these nights!
In this romantic spot, close to the
They had a very pleasant trip.
It is so dark you can’t see the sidewalk Sandy River and under the shadow of the
Chas. Allen went on the 1train again as and so muddy you can’t follow the road.
Twin mountains a small part of her early
brakeman, Monday, and Harry Dennison
The growth of Rangeley may be seen childhood was passed. Her parents then
is taking a much needed vacation.
from the fact that in former years the removed to Farmington Falls and here
Luther N. Flagg, of Dead River Sta Oquossoc House could accomodate all her youth was spent. She early began to
tion, buought in the head of a very hand that came while now, nearly every night, court the muse and the pages of the dis
some buck that he shot last Friday.
trict school papers contained creditable
guests have to be roomed out.
efforts
from her pen, never yet given to
Mr.
Barrett
informs
us
that
near
Gull
Ernest Haley and little Miss Dorris
have been quite sick the past week, but Pond is a spring that throws out a the world. She moved to Portland in
stream of water that would fill a three 1855 and there engaged in literary work.
are now very much improved in health.
Her first published poems appeared in
inch pipe. This would give a supply
Dr. Jaggard, who has been at the sufficient for the town for several years.
The Portland Transcript under the nom de
Rangeley Lake House for some weeks, re
plume of “Florence Percy.”
Conductor Robertson brought in, F ri
turned to his home in Chicago, Monday.
Her first volume was published about
day, a very fine crayon portrait of Mrs.
Miss Marion Burdett was in town the Robertson framed in a heavy oak frame. this time and her notable poem, “ Rock
first of the week on her way to her home He obtained it from Col. Robinson, of Me To Sleep.” This poem immediately
in Andover, having been at Bemis since Phillips, as a premium on purchases of attracted notice and soon received inter
national popularity. Several persons
last May.
•
furniture etc.
claimed it as their own, but Florence
Mrs. George Snowman and daughter,
When half a dozen drummers will stand Percy had no difficulty in establishing her
Linnie, have gone to Temple to spend up and declare that there is no better own claim.
Thanksgiving with Mrs. S’s brother, hotel, east of Boston, than Marble’s, it
She has published other volumes of
Alvin Haley.
is about as good a recommendation as one verse her latest work being “ The Summer
When winter really sets in, and the could ask. This was a recent occurrence Sweeting,” and is a contributor to many
train runs the snow plow, they will have that came under the notice of a R a n g e - of the best periodicals.
four brakemen instead of two, as at the l e y L a k e s man.
For several years she was on the staff
present time.
of the Portland Advertiser.
Hym enial—R oss-W ilbur.
The outside entries are being put on.
She has been three times married. Her
first
husband was named Taylor and was
Furbish Butler & Oakes, Neal & Quimby,
Saturday evening at the residence of
The Oquossoc, G. A . Proctor and John Leonard Ross, Mr. Abram Ross was mai’- a literary man of some note. She next
Russell have them on.
ried to Miss Myra Wilbur, by S. A . Ross, married Paul Akers, the sculptor, whom
We were misinformed in regard to Miss Esq. About forty were present. A par she accompanied to Italy and buried
there. As Mrs. Elizabeth Akers A l l e n she
Hortense Nile learning dressmaking. She tial list of the presents is here given.
now resides in Ridgewood, New Jersey.
has been learning millinery at Miss
14 doz. glass tumblers, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
A t the Authors Banquet in Boston last
Libby’s in Farmington.
Ross; glass berry dish, Mr. and Mrs. James Ross winter, Mrs. Allen was an honored guest.
The King’s Daughters will meet with glass syrup pitcher, Ervin Wilbur; salt and pep
Several hundred of the sons and daugh
Mrs. H. A. Furbish next Monday evening. per shake, Fred Wilbur; V2 doz. napkins, Mrs.
A ll members are requested to be present Sarah Ross; salt and pepper shake. Annie Ross; ters of Maine were present. Before reading
cream pitcher and m eat dish, Mr. and Mrs. her poem, Mrs. Allen made a bright little
as there is special business.
Robash; lamp, Mrs. Helen Hoar; sauce dish, speech which was particularly pleasing to
The snow plow has been put in1 order Am y Hoar; 2 dollars, Mr. S. A . Ross; lamp, Mrs. them. The speech was in substance as
and was brought in Monday. The indi S. A . Ross; sauce dish, Lester Ellis; berry dish, follows:
cations are that it was not any too soon. Mr. and Mrs. H erbert Ross; cake plate, Ilda
“ I lo v e m y n a t i v e S t a t e . I love to tell of
This was written
Monday. We’ve Ross; glass set, Carrie Nutting and Reuben its beauties, and around the family circle
Wilbur; pickle dishes, Ilda Huntoon; china cup
changed our opinion since then.
the Pine Tree State is often mentioned.
The King’s Daughters social will be held
Saturday evening, Nov. 30, at Furbish
Hall. There will be in addition to the
cake walk, charades, music, l'eading,
recitations and a good time in general.
Admission to hall five cents.
Miss Evie Hewey returned from a short
visit to West Dresden and Andover
Thursday. The many friends of her sister,
Mi’s. S. E. Clark, of Andover, will be
pleased to learn she is much improved in
health.
Quite a number of Grand Trunk officials
were in Rumford Falls Tuesday looking
over the place and route for a railroad
from Bryant’s Pond to Rumford Falls.
We understand they are considering the
feasibility of building this branch in the
near future.
Deputy Sheriff Esty was telegraphed
last week to find and arrest a sixteen year
old boy named W ill Durrell, who was
wanted for stealing a team in Augusta,
and who was supposed to be at his father’s
in Sandy River Plantation. Thursday
morning Mr. Esty started in a very rough
day, but till he reached Madrid no trace of
the boy could be found. Here he learned
he had gone up Beech Hill way and he was
found at the house of Will Ellis, where he
had formerly worked. He had swapped
off the horse at one place and the carriage
at another, but he guided the Sheriff to
the places and at last the prisoner and
the team were turned over to City Mar
shal Maddox, of Hallowell and W . M.
Prescott, of Augusta, one of the owners,
who were waiting at Phillips. The lad
was taken to Hollowell for trial.

and saucer, Fred Ross; cake plate, Philip Hun
toon; lamp, A da Philbrick; towels, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Philbrick; towels, Mr. and Mrs.
James Stew art; table cloth, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Wilbur.

Rediugtoii Notes.

“ Not long since, with my little grand
child, I looked upon a charming view of
wood and sunset, and sparkling water.
The little one gazed enchanted and then
turning to me with glowing face, he said,
‘Is that Maine?’ ”
Mrs. Allen does not often visit her
native State, and has not looked for
many long years upon the elms that
shadow’ her birth-place, but the people of
Franklin County do not forget that her
mother first r o c k e d her to sleep under the
wings of old Mt. Day.
The young folks of the little village of
Strong sometimes walk to the old house
beyond The Suspension Bridge and say to
each other: “ A poet was born there.”
The graduate of the high school has some
times for her theme, “ Our Florence
Percy.” And the older residents of the
Sandy River valley as they look at au
tumn woods, and the mountains and the
streams, all so full of memories, cannot
help softly singing to themselves:

Geo. Byers has moved to Berlin Falls,
N, H.
Michael Arconeon and family, have gone
to Berlin Falls, N. H.
Miss Nellie Jones has returned from her
visit to New Vineyard.
W ill Grant is cooking at Camp No. 6 ,
where he was last winter.
Tom Dustin was iD town, Thursday, on
his way from Rangeley to Farmington.
Quite a number of the mill men are
working in the woods during the shut
down.
Fon Moore’s King Charles spaniel
“Fleet,” treed eight partridges within two
hours the other day.
Six camps, five old and one new, are •‘Backward! turn backw ard oh time in your
flight,
now in operation. They are as follows:
“ 13,” “ 12,” “ Hutchin’s,” “ Le Britton’s,” Make me a child again just for to-night.”
“Fortier’s,” “ Sylvester’s.”
J u l ia H . M a y .
Fon Moores is going to Haverhill,
Mass., in a few days to bring down four
of the Company’s horses that have been
at work in a lumber yard there since last
spring.
The mill repars are coming on in good
shape, under tho experienced hand of B.
H. Kent, who is in charge. It will
probably take a couple of weeks longer to
finish the work and have the mill ready
for use.

Dallas.

Tuesday, Asa Peary caught one hawk in
two traps, a foot in each trap.
Alden Tibbetts was kicked in the face
Thursday, by a two-yeitrs-old colt. Dr.
Currier took four sticthes in his nose and
forehead.
Friday, Eliza Oakes fell from a ladder
and hurt her side quite badly.

